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ACROSS
Tough deer, prepared and cut up for food? (9)1
Win card game holding ace (4)6
Top competitors understand limitations of 
diets? (5)

10

Modern music and art after tea should be 
separate (4,5)

11

Settler on island invested in horse (8)12
Use capital to make money in underwear (6)13
Fish definitely included in cook's meal upset 
one's gut? (7,6)

15

Unsatisfactory statement about farm's oyster, 
say (13)

18

Freak, one bitten by dog (6)22
Weapon ignited when retreating in a fight (8)23
Insert all customised software needed to get a 
program running (9)

26

Law enforcer with little education muddled 
through (5)

27

Coloured items featured in trendy edition (4)28
Newspaper worker's foundation in pocket of 
person known to court (9)

29

DOWN
Integrated circuit put into guitar with staples 
(6)

1

End of snowdrift helps crossing a mountain 
range (3,4)

2

Tricks, for instance, admitted by sweetheart 
(3,2)

3

Cooking device that is connected to the back 
of faulty resistor (10)

4

Appeal withdrawal of charge (4)5
An object filled with helium in Disneyland 
site (7)

7

Writing music in symbols not with a metallic 
sound (8)

8

Important metal found outside a claim (8)9
Brother that nearly murdered idol (5-5)14
Tourer, say, accepting a loan schedule (8)16
Head of consulate pulled out of diplomacy 
involved with international sports meeting (8)

17

Fauvist painter is getting back to basics with 
friend about (7)

19

Popular nightclub host distributed cannabis 
(3,4)

20

Elder, when behind bishop, is more 
enterprising (6)

21

Backing of transfer is tied up (5)24
Benefit may be lavish to a large extent (4)25


